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Not Ready to Retire? You’re not Alone!

The image of retirement used to mean receiving a gold watch, selling the family home and moving to Florida. Not
so for today’s pioneers of aging. Rather than choosing to have an eternal vacation, many are choosing to fill their
lives with more meaningful activities and new careers.

Of course, some are choosing to continue working out of necessity. Many individuals are not adequately prepared
for retirement according to a recent survey by the Federal Reserve Board. The study found thirty-one percent of
non-retirees have no retirement savings or pension, including nearly a quarter of those older than 45.

Even among individuals who are saving, fewer than half of adults with self-directed retirement savings, the survey
found, are mostly or very confident in their ability to make the right investment decisions when managing their
retirement savings. However, by 2022, the Bureau of Labor projects that 31.9% of those ages 65 to 74 will still be
working. And not all of those people are being forced to work. They want to work.

Choosing “work” over constant leisure has more than financial benefits. Studies, such as the one done by Carleton
University, Ottawa, Ontario and the University of Rochester Medical Center, show having a purpose in life is a key
to longevity.

In the words of Beatles singer, John Lennon, “Work is life you know and without it there’s nothing but fear and
insecurity.” Need more convincing or some real life examples? Here are three individuals who will impress and
inspire you to give serious thought to re-inventing yourself rather than choosing to “relax” in your later years.
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Jeff Hester and family, on stage, with Hubble Space Telescope, ziplining. Photos: Jeff Hester
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From Astrophysicist to Coach

By Jeff Hester

By way of brief background, I’m an internationally-known astrophysicist. I worked on the team that repaired the
Hubble Space Telescope. I count one of Time Magazine’s 100 most influential photos in history, the Hubble Pillars
of Creation, among my work. I’ve done a lot of TV documentaries over the years. You might have caught me in
National Geographic’s recent special, “Hubble’s Cosmic Journey” celebrating the 25th anniversary of the
telescope’s launch. Overall it was a very successful and reasonably high-profile career.

But if you aren’t having fun, you aren’t doing it right. Sitting back and becoming a graybeard professor didn’t sound
like much fun. And to be honest, a lot of the changes going on in Academia didn’t sit well with me, either.

I think that what finally put me over the edge was a conversation I had when a colleague stuck his head into my
office to let me know that a mutual friend had died. Basically, the friend had been sitting at the same office desk he
had occupied for probably 50 years working. He suffered a heart attack and face-planted on his computer
keyboard, dead.

When I heard that I was aghast, but my colleague couldn’t understand why. “He had a paycheck and he didn’t have
to worry about health insurance. What’s the problem?” In that moment I realized that if I did not act soon I was
going to wind up being that same person some day.

So I took early retirement in my mid-50’s, leaving behind a tenured professorship, and set out to find new
adventures.

These days I work as a professional coach, keynote speaker, and thought partner. What I do is grounded in my
previous experience, certainly. You don’t see your project go from the greatest achievement since Galileo’s
telescope to a joke on late night television without learning something about failure. And you don’t bring that
project back from the dead to become all it was ever meant to be and more without learning something about
success and recovery.

My elevator speech goes something like this. “The world will tell you when the tidal wave is coming. It will also tell
you where to look for the next big idea. But you have to know how to listen.” Whether standing on a stage, working
with a coaching client or sitting around a conference table, that is what I do these days. I help people listen.

The jump from astrophysicist to coach might seem pretty improbable. But to be honest what I am doing now has
become a real intellectual passion. The neurophysiology of coaching is fascinating! I’ve also always been a people
person, and take satisfaction in knowing that I am giving back.

The niche that I am settling into is helping professionals like academics, engineers and doctors build a more
balanced, sustainable and successful life and career, while rediscovering their own passions. If I could go back in
time and give my younger self one piece of advice, it would be to get a coach. I can’t do that, but I can serve in that
role for others.

I haven’t completely parted company with my past. I write a monthly column for Astronomy Magazine where I
explore… well, whatever is on my mind that month. I also have a book or two in my head that I’m thinking about
getting started on.

I might not have a certain paycheck or health insurance guaranteed for life, but I’m having a ball.

Cheers, Jeff Hester

Obtained Higher Degree and Reinvented Himself
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By Michael Rockel

Unlike previous generations, many seniors aren’t ready to settle into retirement when they turn 60. I understand
the desire to continue working firsthand. As a licensed mental health counselor, I run a full practice at 63 years of
age. Three years ago, I decided to expand my options in my career and I went back to school, obtained my license
as a mental health counselor, all while shedding 75 pounds. I reinvented myself.

Encore careers are becoming more and more common in our society. I really admire a gentleman named Ralph
Ehrenberg who, at age 78, serves as Chief of the Geography and Map division of the United States Library of
Congress.

Mr. Ehrenberg oversees the largest map collection in the world, supervises 40 employees and has just published the
book, Mapping the West with Lewis and Clark. Mr. Ehrenburg “retired” in 1998 and was called back into his old
position in 2011 to deliver an encore performance, if you will, for the US government. Mr. Ehrenberg continues to
lecture and write in his field.

There are many seniors who are following in the same footsteps as Mr. Ehrenberg. The rocking chair and the
knitting needles sit idly by as seniors mount new careers and bring new value to old ones.

An encore performance is when a performer completes a presentation and the audience calls the entertainer back
on stage demanding more, even though the actor’s playbill tells them the performance is done. For many years,
seniors have been “performing” for a set amount of time and at the end of their run, they receive slaps on the back,
a “bravo” and wristwatch from their fellow employees and are then expected to walk off the stage (aka into
retirement). It is as if they are all “played out.” But people today are asking the question, “Why do I have to walk off
stage at a certain age? I demand an encore!”

Many seniors at the end of their careers are doing something different. They are making an inventory of their
strengths and realizing that their lives are still relevant. The knowledge, the drive and values that brought them to
this stage do not end at 60. They are learning new things, accomplishing new goals and doing what they never
thought possible. Instead of politely bowing out of the game, seniors are making a comeback.

In a recent movie starring Robert DeNiro called The Intern, a retired, albeit bored man, returns to the business
world as an intern in a very youthful startup company.

The short version of the story is that the retiree learns about computers, cell phones, social media and the world of
business though new eyes.

In a plot twist, from the retiree, the younger employees quickly learn a calm and purposeful work ethic and the
value of making observations though critical, mature thought instead of via an app on their iPhone or a program
on their computer.

In the end, a little of the youthful startup rubs off on the intern and a lot of the wisdom and the integrity of a steady
work ethic rubs off on the rest of the youthful team members.

I work with depressed and anxious people daily. I apply solution-focused therapy in my practice, which helps
people focus on the strengths and positives in their lives. In doing so, they begin to live their lives differently,
improve their self-esteems and become confident enough to pursue the dreams they never thought possible, such as
beginning a new career later in life.

The mindset surrounding old age can be quite negative and become more stressful for people as they grow older.
That is when a good counselor or friend might be helpful. The old adage that you can’t teach old dogs new tricks is
just not so. Doing something different and then practicing that new skill can change the way one thinks and
behaves.
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THE INTERN. © 2015 WARNER BROS.
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RIGHTS RESERVED Photo:Francois

Duhamel.ANNE HATHAWAY as Jules Ostin
and ROBERT DE NIRO as Ben Whittaker

I often see depressed patients with regrets who look back over the past
years and say, “If only I . . . ” I also see anxious patients who look at the
future and say, “What if?” Anxiety is controlled by our fears and
depression, our regrets. My advice for today’s seniors? Start something
new, do something different, focus on the here and now.

Say thank you for the retirement watch received at your old job and then
set it for the future—a future filled with possibilities, new adventures and
most of all, no regrets.

Michael Rockel is a Licensed Mental Health Counselor,
a member of the American Counseling Association  Link:

(https://www.counseling.org/)  and a mentor with the National
Board of Certified Counselors.
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Gabriela de Vega practicing what she preaches. Photos courtesy of Gabriela de Vega.

Graphic Designer and Adventurer

By Gabriela de Vega

I’ve reinvented myself several times.

I’m 45 but feel 24.

The word “retire” does not exist in my vocabulary. Currently, I’m on my third career. When I was 17, I decided I
wanted to be a graphic designer and by the time I was 35, I was ready to reinvent myself.

I was tired of designing for the “trash,” and I wanted to do something more meaningful. We reinvented our entire
lives and relocated to El Salvador where we began again. We launched an adventure travel business and for the
next 12 years, we enjoyed a wild ride.

Contrary to popular belief, entrepreneurism is not all about freedom. It is hard work and a tremendous
responsibility. We had about 10 to 15 employees, and we were responsible for paying them twice a month whether
business was good or bad.

We were also responsible for making people’s vacations fun, great, enjoyable, memorable and safe. I was
responsible for our website, social media, PR, photography, reviews, listings and so on.

During the 12 years of entrepreneurism, we transitioned from tour guides to hoteliers to park rangers to resort
managers to event coordinators. We were never bored, never ordinary. The hospitality business is a very
demanding industry. You give so much of yourself to guests that you end up feeling empty and run down.

After 12 years, it was time to reinvent myself once more. We relocated to South Florida and began again. Today,
I’m a publicist at Transmedia Group.

The fun fact is that I’m still a graphic designer and an adventure specialist but from a different stance. My unique
skill set and “past lives” make me who I am today—a savvy and resourceful lady.

I think about all of the places I’ve worked, all of the places I’ve traveled to and all of the people I’ve met and had at
least one conversation with. I was never afraid to fail, and I think this is key when you reinvent yourself. We start.
We fail. We pivot.

I attended a seminar not too long ago. Learning is a big part of my reinvention strategy, and my “Forever 21”
mentality. I learned this catchy phrase, which I immediately embraced … Be Brief. Be Bright. Be Gone!
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